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Forty-seveen Victoria's Secret
S
Angels headed to Lon
ndon for the V
VS Fashion Shhow and ET's K
Kevin Frazier flew
in style wiith the modelss.
Angels Allessandra Amb
brosio and Ad
driana Lima, bo
oth 33, will bee hanging up ttheir wings thiis year, and we
were theree for Adriana'ss lingerie fittin
ng in New Yorrk before headding across thee pond.
"The outfiit itself is like a corset dress with details for
f lace and leaather -- like shhiny leather annd it's somethiing
that I love," said Adrian
na.
Adriana's outfit is just one
o of 81 that viewers
v
will see on the runw
way for the Deec. 2 show. Thhe event will aalso
r
perform
mance by Taylor Swift with Ariana Grandde, Ed Sheerann and Hozier aalso on the billl.
include a return
After the fitting
f
it was on
o to the U.K. via a special Victoria's
V
Secrret flight.
"Everywh
here you turn there
t
are modeels," Kevin ob
bserved. "Thatt's just how it w
works on this flight."
Before boaarding, Kevin and the Angeels took plenty
y of selfies forr the old scrapbbook.

"Usually I see you holding a microphone," Adriana told Kevin. "This is the first time I've seen you holding a
camera."
Once on the plane, Kevin was tucked in by Alessandra and Adriana.
"You all need to take a nap," Alessandra advised before the six-hour flight. "Here you go," Alessandra said,
placing a blindfold over Kevin's eyes.

The tricky part came when they touched down in London and had to get 47 models and their entourage through
customs. The ordeal took 90 minutes. After a three-hour break it was time for a spot of tea on the Thames with
Lily Aldridge and Karlie Kloss.
One model, Jessica Hart, was noticeably absent from the lineup. Not surprising as she infamously criticized
Taylor Swift's performance at last year's fashion show.
"I think she's great, but she didn't fit. I don't know if I should say that," Hart told WWD last year. "I think what
you find is that for a lot of us, we've been working for 14, 15 years. What it takes to make it here comes from
experience and confidence and knowing how to be confident with yourself. I think it comes with age."
The Victoria's Secret Fashion Show airs Tuesday, Dec. 9 at 10 p.m. EST on CBS.

